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NE ENGAGEMENT PACKAGE

SAF Day 2023

[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
Facilitators can use this slide to set the context for SAF Day.
• Annually on 1st July, SAF servicemen and women commemorate SAF Day and 

reaffirm our loyalty and commitment to the SAF and Singapore. 
• SAF Day was first celebrated in 1969 to honor the country's servicemen and 

servicewomen.
• There are 3 key messages in this package:

1. The need for a long-term view on defence, 
2. MINDEF-SAF’s ongoing efforts to strengthen Singapore's position through 

defence diplomacy efforts and a future-ready defence force; and 
3. The need for NS for Singapore’s defence and security, and we appreciate 

the efforts of our NSmen past and present.
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Source: 154thmedia

“ T h e  m o s t  

d e p e n d a b l e  

g u a r a n t e e  o f  o u r  

i n d e p e n d e n c e  i s  a  

s t r o n g  SA F.”
-- Dr Goh Keng Swee in his last major public speech
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• Dr Goh Keng Swee said in his last major public speech. He said "The most 

dependable guarantee of our independence is a strong SAF.” 
• Whether we were a poor country as a new nation having to spend on defence, or 

as an up-and-rising country with other needs, and now having to face an ageing 
society with an uncertain world, at each step, Singapore needs to invest in defence
and requires political will. 

• Together with the strong commitment of our national servicemen, and the 
unshakeable resolve of Singaporeans, the SAF stands ready as guardians of the 
peace and defenders of our way of life.

===
Quotation source: 154thmedia
Click to watch: “A Tribute to Dr Goh Keng Swee Pt3/6” (0.41- 1.15 min)
YouTube link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfYNf9GhXaw&t=90s&ab_channel=154thmedia
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RUSSIA'S INVASION 
OF UKRAINE 

RISING US-CHINA
TENSIONS

Ima ge sou rce : iStock Ima ge sou rce : CNAIma ge sou rce : Fin a ncia l Time s

RISING 
PROTECTION ISM
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S i n ga p o r e a n s  n e e d  t o  r e a l i s e  t h e  g r av i t y  o f  t h e  s i t u a t i o n .  We  

a r e  f a c i n g  n o t  j u s t  o n e  s t o r m ,  b u t  s eve r a l . . . We  m ay  b e  a  s m a l l  

i s l a n d  s t a t e ,  b u t  we  a r e  n o t  a  s m a l l  p e o p l e ,  a n d  n e i t h e r  a r e  o u r  

h e a r t s  n o r  o u r  a s p i r a t i o n s . -- PM Lee Hsien Loong at  the Debate on the 
Motion of  Thanks to the President on 
19 Apr 2023

Ima ge sou rce : PMO 3

IN  RE CE N T  T IM E S,  U N PR ECE D E N T E D  G LOBAL  SIT UAT I ON  …

[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• Unprecedented global situation that is graver than what Singapore has 

experienced for a very long time and the troubled external environment will create 
new stresses and strains in society.

• “Apart from remaining united, it is equally important that Singaporeans have the 
go-getting spirit of self-reliance and enterprise, to create prosperity for the nation 
and achieve the best they can in a very troubled world”, said PM Lee.

===
Quotation source: 
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/politics/remain-united-be-go-getters-and-
uphold-s-pore-s-reputation-amid-grave-global-situation-pm-lee
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Think about it! 
How will a strong SAF help to 

overcome these storms and 
emerge stronger?
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
Additional pointers to guide participants to reflect on:
• What do you think are the attributes that a strong SAF must have?
• What are these storms internally and externally? (Hint: previous slide showcases 

some examples of external storms)
• Are there any more incoming storms that you can think of? 
• Why do we need a strong SAF?
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LONG TERM VIEW 
We must take a  

on defence ,  to  ensure our 
defence capabil it ies  remain 

effective in  the  face  of  
evolving threats.

Ima ge sou rce : MINDEF FB
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• Singapore being so reliant on external trade, the city-state will inevitably feel the 

effects of the current forces impeding globalisation - the increased vulnerability of 
supply chains, Russia's invasion of Ukraine and the China-United States tensions.

• We must never forget that defence is a long-term business. For the SAF, major 
systems and platforms take 10 to 15 years to conceptualise, build and integrate 
into our fighting force. That's assuming everything runs smoothly, without chop 
and change. If a military loses a capability and wants to build it back, it may take 
twice as long.

• As such, investing steadily in defence is the more prudent and cost-effective 
strategy.

• It’s not just the dollars spent, but the know-how, human capital, culture, and most 
important of all, the psychology and mental build-up of commanders and soldiers -
crucial for the SAF, which is made up of NSmen in the majority.

• As Mr Lee Kuan Yew reminded us even in his later years, "Without a strong SAF, 
there is no economic future, there is no security". That's a hard truth that remains 
constant. Are there any more incoming storms that you can think of? 

Referenced from DM’s COS 2023 speech 
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https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-releases/article-
detail/2023/February/24feb23_speech
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A more prudent and 
cost-effective  strategy 
is  to  invest steadily in  

defence .

More platforms and 
capabil i t ies  wil l  be 

added in the  next 
decade as  the  SAF 
continues to work 

towards

SAF2040.
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• We can have a quiet satisfaction that the SAF today is recognised as one of the 

most advanced in Asia. The SAF is not large relatively, but for our size, all our 
Services, we are the most advanced in Asia. 

• We operate modern, state-of-the-art platforms. Together, these Services can 
prosecute campaigns across a spectrum of security challenges, and augment 
manpower challenges.

• This modernisation took two decades, but has been completed successfully, and 
very few militaries have achieved that.

• [Facilitators/commanders may relate this slide to the platforms and capabilities the 
unit can expect to have and how they play a part in SAF 2040] We operate modern, 
state-of-the-art platforms. 

• The Army now uses digitalised fighting and support platforms - the Hunter 
Armoured Fighting Vehicles, HIMARS and the Leopard Tanks. 

• The Air Force's Smart Multi-Role Tanker Transport aircraft and Aster-30 
Missile Systems are new additions, together with the F-15s. 

• The Navy has brought on a full fleet of Frigates, and new Littoral Mission 
Vessels.

• Establishment of an SAF digital range by 2026 to be used to train our DIS 
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forces and conduct exercises with other military and commercial partners.

Referenced from DM’s COS 2023 speech 
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/24feb23_speech
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FUTURE-READY
DEFENCE FORCE

MINDEF and the SAF will  
continue to strengthen 

Singapore’s  position through 
developing a

DEFENCE DIPLOMACY 
EFFORTS.

and
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Exercise Bersama Shield with the Five Power Defence
Arrangements (FPDA) (RSAF FB)

Ex e rcise  Cobra  Gold  2 02 3  (XCG23 ) p a rticip a nts  d u rin g  th e  
Closing  Ce re mon y (A rmy FB)

Conclusion of ASEAN Maritime Naval Exercise (AMNEX) (RSN FB) Defence Cyber Chief  BG Edward Chen speaking at Time 
Machine Interactive: AI and the Future of Defence

conference in Austin, Texas (DIS FB)
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• Future-ready defence force (Enhancing Training to Maintain the SAF's Edge):

• There is one more vital ingredient for the SAF – our people. We can have 
the best platforms and systems in the world, but as the Ukrainian spirit 
shows, it is the spirit and know-how that will determine if the SAF can 
defend Singapore and its interests successfully. The resolve of the 
Ukrainian people to protect their country against Russia's invasion shows 
that, while weaponry and fighting platforms are important, it is ultimately 
the fighting spirit of the people that will decide if they end up subjugated 
or sovereign. 

• To produce well-trained soldiers, SAFTI City is being built. Surrounding 
SAFTI City will be three new Instrumented Battle Circuits (iBACs), which will 
simulate enemy fires such as artillery bombardment and air strikes to test 
operational instincts and tactical fundamentals.

• We have also invested large sums into overseas training facilities. In the 
Shoalwater Bay Training Area, some new facilities like the Urban 
Operations Live Firing Facility and the Combined Arms Air-Land Range will 
be ready for use from next year. 

• Defence Diplomacy Efforts:
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• Aside from building a capable armed forces that can serve as deterrence 
and defend us against threats, MINDEF works hard on defence diplomacy 
and cooperation – both bilateral and multilateral - to build defence ties and 
address common security challenges.

• An example is that of the Shangri-La Dialogue (SLD). After a two-year 
hiatus, the SLD resumed last year in a physical format. The SLD remains the 
premier defence and security conference in Asia and provides a venue to 
affirm mutually beneficial principles and to allow for dialogue, if not to 
build trust.

Referenced from DM’s COS 2023 speech:
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/24feb23_speech

and

SMS Heng’s COS 2023 speech
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/27feb23_speech
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To meet  growing threats  in  t he  dig it al  domain,  
MINDEF-SAF set  up t he fourth Servi ce ,  t he

DIGITAL AND INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (DIS).

Thi s  marks  a  key  miles tone i n  the transformation of  t he  
Next  Generat ion SAF.

OFFICIAL (OPEN)
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• As the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war has demonstrated — through the innovative 

use of technology — warfare today has become even more fluid.
• Real threats in the digital domain are constantly evolving.
• This is why the recent establishment of the Digital and Intelligence Service in

October last year is a crucial and timely shoring up of Singapore’s cyber defences
through the growth of our digital capabilities.

• The addition of DIS will also allow the SAF to better train and fight as a 
networked, integrated and expanded force.

• This approach ensures that the SAF is equipped to guard against both conventional 
and emerging threats over the next few decades. 

• This is part of fulfilling our vision of the “Next Gen SAF”.

For more information on the DIS, 
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/24feb23_fs
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The DIS allows the SAF to operate better as an integrated force to 
deal with a wider spectrum of external threats to enhance 

and safeguard Singapore's peace and sovereignty .

There have been

CLEAR EXAMPLES OF 
ATTACKS IN THE 
DIGITAL REALM 

which have led to the 
disruption of essential  

services,  data theft ,  and 
damage to critical infrastructure .
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• We now face new challenges from the digital domain that have no physical 

boundaries or battlefields. 
• Cyberattacks, disinformation campaigns, fake news and extremist ideologies online 

are some of the ways that can now be used to divide and weaken us.
• The DIS will allow us to consolidate and integrate military intelligence, digital, and 

cyber capabilities.
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We recognise the efforts
of our NSmen both past 

and present .

NS is  the

CORNERSTONE
of our national  security.
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• Updates on new and ongoing NS initiatives include: Maximising Servicemen's 

Contributions; Improving the NS Experience and Enhancing Recognition and 
Support for National Servicemen.

• Maximising Servicemen's Contributions: Given low fertility rates and shrinking 
cohort sizes, the SAF needs to optimise contributions of every soldier, in two ways:

1. The first concerns medical fitness and job requirements. To complement 
our existing medical screening process, we introduced functional 
assessments for pre-enlistees with selected orthopaedic conditions. This 
approach allows us to accurately match more servicemen to operational 
roles, as compared to the traditional approach of matching servicemen 
based only on their medical diagnosis.

2. The second way is to maximise contributions that concern knowledge and 
skills:

• Under the Work-Learn Schemes, NSFs attain a diploma or partial 
university credits from Institutes of Higher Learning, while 
performing a period of full-time national service followed by 
Regular service. They are trained in domains such as artificial 
intelligence, supply chain management, and engineering, which 
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allows them then to be deployed as digital specialists, supply 
supervisors, and technicians respectively.

• Some of our NSmen have skills that the SAF needs, which they 
have acquired in their civilian careers. The SAF has stepped up 
efforts to identify and redeploy these NSmen to make better use of 
their civilian expertise and skills.

• Improving the NS Experience: A major administrative burden for employers and 
NSmen had been the filling up of Make-Up Pay claims for In-Camp Training (ICT). 
In September last year, we introduced an automated system that draws income-
related information from CPF Board and IRAS to calculate Make-Up Pay amounts. 
Alongside this automated system, we also introduced a base NS pay of $1,600 per 
month, whenever NSmen attend ICT or other operationally-ready NS (ORNS) 
activities. No more physical vouchers from MINDEF and MHA; since 2021, we 
have replaced cash and voucher-based NS recognition benefits with digital credits 
disbursed through the LifeSG mobile app.

• Enhancing Recognition and Support for National Servicemen: Last year, we 
conducted a year-long NS55 campaign themed "Generations of Strength." Besides 
giving the NS55 Recognition Package to eligible national servicemen, MINDEF and 
MHA organised a series of commemorative initiatives that was well-received. As 
an example, the showcase at the Army Open House on the evolution of NS 
attracted 140,000 visitors. The NS55 theme song "Back in the Day" accumulated 
over 6 million views online.

Referenced from SMS Heng’s COS 2023 speech:
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/27feb23_speech

and

https://www.mindef.gov.sg/web/portal/mindef/news-and-events/latest-
releases/article-detail/2023/February/27feb23_infographic 
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SUPPORT OF ALL 
SINGAPOREANS 

FOR NS

The

is crucial .

It  keeps our 
servicemen going 

when the going gets 
tough, and reminds 

them why they serve.  

Ima ge sou rce : Ba s ic Mil ita ry Tra in in g Ce n tre FB

“NSmen have a number of qualities and skillsets that apply 
extremely well in our work environment.  NSmen have 
discipline, focus, leadership, they are dependable and work 
well with others. In fact, quite a number of our NSmen are in 
leadership positions in True Group and they have 
contributed to our growth in significant ways.” 

-- Mr Sean Tan, 
Director at True Group, a local gym

“Now that he's in NS, I find myself having a role so important. 
Especially in supporting him emotionally. Somehow, that makes 
me feel like I'm doing NS as well.”

-- Ms Susan Tan, 
Mother of an NSF
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• The support of all Singaporeans for NS reminds our NSFs and NSmen about why 

they serve, and keeps them going when the going gets tough.
• It is important to appreciate the dedication, service and contributions of our 

national servicemen, and to thank them for their efforts.
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… the strength of the SAF lies not just in its capabilities
alone. Because in the end, it’s really about the spirit of our
people – it’s about our collective will to defend our country
and protect our way of life.

-- Deputy Prime Minister,  Mr Lawrence Wong at the 
Off icer Cadet Commissioning Parade on 10 Jun 2023
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Ima ge sou rce : DPM Won g’s FB a n d BMTC FB

Think about it!  
How do you think you and o the rs around 

you can play a part to support NS?
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[Commanders’/Facilitators’ Sharing]:
• NS has remained a key national institution over the years, and part of our way of 

life.
• It brings people from diverse racial, religious, language, and educational 

backgrounds to train, live and serve the country together.
• NS has since become a rite of passage, where boys grow to become men and life-

long bonds are forged. Such common life-shaping experiences have helped to 
foster greater cohesiveness and national identity among our people.

Facilitators could ask participants to reflect on:
• How do you think the future of NS looks like in Singapore?
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- - Minister for Defence Dr Ng Eng Hen 
at MINDEF Committee of  Supply Debate 
on 27 Feb 2023

A strong SAF did  not come 
about  by  ch ance.

The cap ability  and 
commi tment of  men and 

women i n th e SAF,  togeth er  
with  th e sup port  of  

Singaporeans over  th e years,  
ensured th at  the  SAF 

remained strong and  able  to 
defend  Singap ore and 

Singaporeans.  
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( 1 ) O f f i c i a l  S A F  D a y  V i d e o  o n 3 0  J u n e ;  a n d  t h e  
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WATCH THE 

( 2 )  S A F  D a y  P a r a d e  V i d e o  L i v e s t r e a m

Ima ge sou rce : MINDEF
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on 1 July on MINDEF FB!
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THANK YOU!

TO HELP US PRODUCE BETTER 
PRODUCTS FOR YOU,  

WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU!

PLEASE TAKE SOME TIME TO PROVIDE 
YOUR FEEDBACK THROUGH THE QR CODE 

OR FOLLOWING LINK:  
HTTPS://GO.GOV.SG/SAFDAYPACKAGE2023

Thank you to the SICs, SAF IG, MCO and MSD for your inputs towards this package.

Facilitators could remind the audience to provide their feedback on the package via 
the QR code or the URL linked provided on the slide.
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